Kaspersky for Business

Chemical products
• São Paulo, Brazil
• Using Kaspersky Endpoint Security
for Business
• Building Chemical Products
• 230 Employees
• 3 Production facilities in Brazil

“The partnership
with Kaspersky
Lab is ongoing
and although this
was initiated due
to the security
and quality of the
product, it is now
mostly down to
the exceptional
relationship we
have developed.”
Ricardo Cardoso dos Santos,
IT Coordinator,
MC-Bauchemie Brazil

mc-buildingchemicals.ie

Protection and security
that accompany evolution
MC-Bauchemie is one of the world’s largest and most
respected companies in the building chemicals industry.
Its motto is ‘building is caring’.
MC-Bauchemie is a private group of companies founded in Germany in 1961.
It has operations in more than 40 countries and over 2,500 employees.
MC-Bauchemie offers products for building, protection, repair and restoration
of structures, which are developed to the highest quality standards, coupled with
excellent technical support.

Challenge
The subsidiary in Brazil was established in 2001 and currently has three
production facilities, with 230 employees.
The company has participated in large infrastructure, building and industrial
projects throughout the country. Some of the most well-known projects it has
worked on are the renovation of the Maracanã stadium for the FIFA World Cup,
major works for the 2016 Olympics and the São Paulo subway.
Evolution of the corporate structure and the technological environment
have made endpoint security necessary for all computers, including full disk
encryption on notebooks due to the risk of theft and access to data, as well
as anti-spam solutions for email services.
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The Kaspersky Lab solution
Secure
Protection from malicious attacks
with the exclusive next generation
technologies from Kaspersky Lab
Secure data support

Control
Centralized device management
Several company devices can
be configured
Single console for management of
the entire protected environment

Flexible
Adapts easily to the company’s needs
‘Machine learning’ algorithms provide
efficiency and agility in the fight
against new threats

Support
Development partnership
Personalized technical support

MC Brazil contracted Kaspersky Lab to provide security solutions and guidance
through the German office. When Ricardo Cardoso dos Santos arrived six years
ago to coordinate the IT field, he confirmed that this was a “reliable tool with
interesting management”. At that time the company was still using version six,
essentially functioning as antivirus software.
“MC Brazil has evolved greatly and today clearly acknowledges that data security
management is vital for the success of the business,” says Ricardo Cardoso dos
Santos, IT Coordinator, MC-Bauchemie Brazil.
The company started to look for security focused not only on servers and
the core network, but mainly to protect and improve control of users’ devices,
because they are susceptible to errors and vulnerabilities.
MC decided to put its faith in the Kaspersky Endpoint Security for Business
Advanced tool and to develop a closer relationship with local support company
N1 IT to update the product, including participation in beta versions to actively
protect the company’s equipment and network.
“During this evolution, we tested various competitors’ tools several times,
but we always came back to Kaspersky Lab’s solution. Today MC has around
210 protected machines, including desktops, notebooks and physical or
virtual servers.”

Security, quality and support
“MC experienced a single malware attack in Brazil that was detected
immediately thanks to the Kaspersky Lab solution which was already
installed on the servers.
“Kaspersky Lab was important because its software detected the attempted attack,
prevented it and responded quickly, without MC being affected.”

N1 IT
N1 IT provides IT consulting for business in the field of hardware and software
acquisition, storage, environment virtualization, technical support and cloud services.
It has professionals specialized in software licensing, including technologies by
Kaspersky Lab.
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